Stereoscopic depth magnitude estimation: effects of stimulus spatial frequency and eccentricity.
To determine the effects of stimulus spatial frequency and retinal eccentricity on the perception of depth magnitude derived from disparity cues alone, subjects were asked to estimate the magnitude of depth of a stereoscopically viewed Gabor patch presented to the central or peripheral field with either crossed or uncrossed absolute disparity. Disparity vergence responses to the same Gabor stimuli were separately estimated subjectively by determining the offset required for dichoptic nonius alignment following presentation of the stimulus. The normalized stereoscopic magnitude estimation data generally showed that crossed disparities were perceived with greater depth than uncrossed disparities of the same magnitude, whether presented to the central or peripheral field. Asymmetries in magnitude of depth perception ranged from mild differences between depth directions to complete lack of depth perception for one direction. Disparity vergence response functions varied from (1) appropriate initiation of vergence to both directions of disparity, (2) initiation of vergence to only one direction of disparity, or (3) an attenuated initiation of vergence response to either direction of disparity. Within subjects, their asymmetries in magnitude of depth perception did not correlate with their asymmetries in vergence initiation. The similarity of the asymmetric depth magnitude estimation for a given individual at both stimulus locations tested suggests that common neural mechanisms are responsible for central and peripheral depth magnitude estimation. The lack of correlation between the perceptual and motor responses to the same stimuli suggests that the neural pathways for these responses diverge shortly after the detection of disparity in primary visual cortex.